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Get more from
Lotus Domino
Never before has Lotus Domino been so vital

to the success of your growing business. As

messaging becomes increasingly business-

critical, it also becomes critical to protect

your data from system failures. But protect-

ing your data usually means costly down-

time for backup and restoration.

With Compaq’s new Backup/Restore

Solution for Lotus Domino, you no longer

have to compromise. This reliable and highly

scalable solution dramatically reduces

downtime for backups and restores – which

means your data is protected while your

users stay productive.

A fast, proven solution

Combining the proven capabilities of the

Compaq SANworks™ Enterprise Volume

Manager with user-customizable scripts

allows you to perform quick, complete and

automated backup and restore procedures.

This combined solution is thoroughly tested

and tuned for reliability in Microsoft

Windows 2000 and Lotus Domino R5 envi-

ronments. That means you can count on

rapid integration and smooth operation.

Benefits at a glance

> Reduce downtime for routine

backups and restores from

hours to just minutes

> Exceptional scalability lets 

you deploy today without

overbuying, even while you

plan for growth

> Reduce costs by easily 

customizing scripts without

vendor assistance

> Avoid the cost of replication

servers
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Eliminate lengthy disruptions

Conventional tape backups and restores can require hours of sys-

tem downtime. But this solution uses clone, or business continu-

ance volume (BCV), technology to create a point-in-time copy. After

creating a mirror volume of the Lotus database on the array, the

solution pauses your application only briefly — for minutes while it

splits off the BCV.

> Backup reliably in minutes

BCV technology saves hours of downtime for backups. Once the

BCV is created, Lotus restarts, and the clone is mounted on a

backup server and backed up to tape. The entire process occurs in

the background, without affecting application performance.

> Quickly restore data and productivity

In the event of a corruption, your application is paused for mere

seconds (vs. hours for conventional restores) as the server is 

redirected to the clone. Data is restored and users are back up

and running quickly and efficiently.

For more information on the 
Compaq Backup/Restore Solution 
for Lotus Domino, please contact
your local Compaq office or visit
compaq.com/storage

Compaq StorageWorks™ Backup/Restore Solution
for Lotus Domino

Advantages you can only get from Compaq

> Unrivaled Lotus experience

More Lotus customers choose Compaq

servers than any other brand. In fact, over

50 percent of all Lotus Domino installations

and 42 percent of all Domino and Windows

NT installations run on Compaq servers.

Our collaboration with Lotus and experi-

ence with Domino means you can choose

this solution with absolute confidence.

> Outstanding scalability

Flexible and modular, this backup/restore

solution works with our HSG-based RAID

controllers, so you can start smaller and

grow as required.

> Do-it-yourself customization

Only Compaq’s Backup/Restore Solution for

Lotus Domino lets you easily create and

manage Business Continuance Volumes

yourself — saving time and costs.


